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AL-AMIDI AND HIS INTEGRATION OF PHILOSOPHY INTO KALAM 

AMiDl VE FELSEFENiN KELAMA DAHiL EDiLMESi 

Jules Janssens* 

Despite the obvious presence of common interests between falsafa 
and kalCEm in their very origin, as may be illustrated by al-Kind! and early 
Mu'tazilite thinking, classical Islamic authors made a sharp distinction betwe
en both currents of thought. During the tenth century, a growing divergence 
seems to oppose the adepts of 'nql and those of nnql, al-F<Er<Eb'i being illust
rative of the former, ai-Ash'ar'i of the Jatter1• Ibn S'in<E stili strongly distances 
himself of the Mutakallim"n, especially with respect to their argumentative 
method: it amounts at best at dialectical proofs instead of really demonstra
tive ones, as logically required for true knowledge. Nevertheless, he is more 
attentive to religious topics than was al-F<Er<Ebi, his great predecessor, and he 
even does not hesitate to introduce kalcem notions (e.g., slıny') into his philo
sophical expose2• Ibn Rushcl will vehemently retorts Ibn S!n<E for this; accor
ding to the former, the latter has simply made to many concessions to kalcem. 

* De Wulf-Mansioncentrum, KULeuven (Leuven Katolik Üniversitesi- Belçika) 

1 I do not want to deny that kalaem had any influence on falsafa in Uıat period, or, inversely, 

falsafa on kalaem, but it seems Uıat iliere existed atendeney to a growing opposition. I agree 

with P.ADAMSON and R TAYLOR, in their lııtrodııctiou to 17ıe Camlıridgt Compmıiou to Arnlıic 

Plıilcmıplıy. Cambridge, 2004. p. 4 iliat iliere was indeed an impact of kalaem on falsafa, alt

hough in a qualified way. 
2 See my Ilıu Sina> aud His lııjleuce 011 1/ıe Arabic mıd lAtin World. Aldershot, Hampshire, 2006, 

studies ll-V; regarding the notion of slıny', see TH.-A. 0RU,\RT, uS/ıay' or res as concomitant 

of 'Being' in Avicenna», in Docıımcuti e Stııdi su/la Tradiıione Filosoftca Medieva/e, 12 (2001), 

125-142 and R. WisNOVSKY, «No tes on Avicenna's Conception of Thingness (slıay'iyya)», in 

Arabic Scieuces aııd Plıilosoplıy, 10 (2000), 181-221. 
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Already before lbn Rushd, Ab2 Iamld al-Ghaz<Ell had undoubtedly noticed 
the presence in, or, at Ieast, a major influence of kalCEm ideas and nations on 

lbn Sln<E. Despite his Tahcefııt, it is clear that he paid great attention to lbn 
Sln<E's ideas on a wide range of issues in many of his writings. He even did 

not hesitate to copy verbatim, or almost verbatim large fragments of Avicen
nian writings, while paraphrasing many others3. This does not mean that he 
became a (secret) follower of lbn Sm<E, but makes clear that he considered 

the latter's work worthy of serious attention. On the doctrinal side, the exact 

nature of his criticism against lbn S'ın<E has still to be determined, bu t form the 
Tahcefııt one m ay deduce that his main objection concerned same of Ib n Sln<E's 
(and of other philosophers, as well) claims to have delivered demonstrative 

proof regarding delicate issues (as e.g., the eternity of the world), where in 
fact this appears not to be truly the case. Moreover, al-Ghazce-ıl condemns 
an attitude of blind imitatian (taqlld) to the great «authorities» in philosophy, 
but this aspect is in all likelihood not directed against lbn Sln<E; but aga~nst 
his followers, especially those of the very times of al-Ghaz<Eli himself4

• On 
the other l:ıand, the Talıcefııt testifies also of he full, or, at least, large accep
tance of philosophicallogic, since it unambiguoı..i"sly suggests that a genuine 
demonstrative proof cannot be refuted. In other of al-Ghaz<Ell's works, espe
cially in the Miy'cer, one sees for the first time in the history of Islam, a serious 
attempt to integrate philosophical, more specifically Aristotelian, logic into 
the framework of kalCEm and fiqh. Hence, it comes a no surpri.se that he, in 
his autobiographical work Al-Mımqidlı miıı a:.=-:.=alcel, stresses that the logical 

part (as well as the mathematical) of the philosophical sciences has to be ac
cepted as utterly valid and true. It is wothwhile to note that a same emphasis 
is present in the second prologue of he Talıcefııt. Moreover, it is indicated in 
both works that many philosophical doctrines of the natural sciences have to 

be agreed on, as for example the nature of an eclipse, altfıough one also finds 
a few mistaken ideas, as e.g., the impossibility of the resurrection of the body. 

3 See my op. cil., studies VID-XI. 

4 On al-Ghaueli's general attitude against taqlfd, see R FRANK, «Al-Ghaueli on Taqlld. Scho

Jars, Theologians, and Philosophers», in Zeitschrift fiir Gesc/ıiclıte der arabisclı-islanıisclıeıı 

Wissensclıafteıı, 7 (1991-2), 207-52; regarding taqlld with respect to philosophy, including a 

parUcular reference to the disciples of Ibn Sinre, see FR. GRiFFEL, « Taqlld of the Philosophers: 
al-Ghazreli's Initial Accusation in His Tahrefut», in S. GüNiRER (ed), Ideas, Images, nnd Met
hods of Portraynl. Leiden-Boston, 2005, 273-296 (for a direct opposition against lbn S'mre's 

disciples, see already my study X, p. 17, pnce Griffel, p. 285, n. 39). 
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According to al-Ghazcell, alarger quantity of misconceptions only occurs in 
the field of metaphysics, but note thatevenin this case he never asks to reject 
the philosopher's entire metaphysics. 

Al-Ghazcell's work was undoubtedly of a pioneering kind, and, as one 
may expect, it did not remain entirely free of ambiguities, and was obviously 
in several respects in need of further elaboration and/or precision. Therefore, 
it is no surprise that it has already been highly disputed in traditional times, 
but despite the existence of some harsh criticisms5, it became of central im
portance in (Ash'arite) kalcem. However, for a really positive integration of 
falsafa in kalcem and an elaboration of a new synthesis, one has to wait F.D. 
al-Rcezl, who, starting from a kind of eclectic position, seems to have moved 
towards a <<real synthesis»6• As to al-JEmidl, he, on his tum, has clearly tried 
to integra te falsafa in to a kalcem framework, and this as much as possible, but 
he has done so ina way that tums out to be closer to al-Ghazcell's basic outline 
than to Rcezl's «synthesis». In the present study, I will try to justify this daim 
based on an analysis of al-IEmidl's conceptions of soul and of ma'ced in his 
Kitceb al-mubln fi shari alftı!z al-iukamce' wa l-mutakkalim11n7 Afterwards, he will 
look at the same topics in his more outspoken kalcem works Abkcer al-afkcer fi 
ıı02l al-din and, closely related to the form er, Ghceyat al-marcem fi 'ilm al-kalcem 
8. I will try to show that al-IEmidl not only accepts philosophical logic, but 
also putsit into contribution in order to defend specifically kalcem views. Mo
reover, I will try to offer as much evidence as possible to indicate that he does 
not dismiss philosophical views that are scientifically established. 

As is evident from the title of the former of his three works, i.e., Kitceb 
al-mubln fi shari alftı!z al-iukamce' wa 1-mutakkalimlln, it is a book on definitions, 
«termini technici» . That very same title also indicates that these definitions 

5 Al-TMurf0sh'i, a contemporary of al-Ghazrel'i, already vehemently criticized him, see A. Aka

soy, "El Sira?f al-mııl~k de aPMurtQ:j:i y la antropologia almohade", in J. CoR.Ro, A. FiDORA, 

J.ÜLİVES PuiG, J. P.-\RDO P.-\STOR (eds), Que es 1'/ıome? Rejlexioııs mılropologiques a la Coroııa 
d'Arag6 duraııl /'Edat Mitjmıa. Barcelona, 2004, 13-34, especially pp. 17-20. 

6 See A. SmHADEH, <<From al-Ghazrell to al-R<eZı: 6th./12th. CenturyDevelopmentsin Muslim 

PhiJosophical Theology», in Arabic Scieııces and Philosoplıy, 15 (2005), 141-79, esp. 170-77. 

7 I will always refer to the edition by 'A. AL-A~AM, Al-mu6talii al-fa/safi 'iııdn 1-'Ara/J. Cairo, 

1989, pp. 303-88. 
8 The former will referred to in the edition of A. AL-NLumi. Cairo, 2002 (I wish to thank E. 

Platti for having put at my disposal a copy of the seetion on ma'nd, t. rv, pp. 249-315); the 
latter will quoted according to the edition by H. AL-LuiF. Cairo, 1971 (I wish to thank M. 

Özervadi for having provided me a xeroxed copy of the work). 
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either belong to the falresifa or to the Mutakallim11n, or to both. ~e book is 
divided into two parts. In the first part, one finds a pure enumeration of the 
terms, a thorough analysis of each of them being offered only in the second; 
hence, this latter is from a doctrinal point of view the most, not to say the 
only significant. The terms are not alphabetically ordered, but according to 
meaning9. The whole is structured as follows: logic (philosophical -exduding 
however the categories, but integrating fiqh)- physics and psychology -me
taphysics, especially antology including, as Bahmanycer had done before, all 
the categories as well as the primary divisions of being, i.e., unity/plurality; 
priority/posteriority; cause/caused and qadlm/iceditlı (all philosophical divisi
ons, excepted the latter, where a kalrem termed division might have replaced 
the usual Avicennian of necessary/possible10), but alsa, although minirnally 
and sornewhat ambiguously, «theology» (philosophical iaqq, seven attributes 
(kalcem), and a few religious themes about resurrection, prophecy and mi
rades. The works ends with a definition of three sciences, i.e., the natural, 
the divine,_ and the universal, all in philosophical terms. Basically the ove
rall structure corresponds to fbn Since's usual scheme (with exception of the 
Dceneslı-Ncemelı, where metaphysics follows immediately after logic, a scheme 
also present in al-Ghazrell's slightly reworked version, i.e., the MaqceOid): lo
gic - physics (including psychology) - metaphysics · (ontology, or universal 
science and 'ilm ilcehi proper). It can alsa be observed that the vast majority of 
the definitions are philosophical, and that only now and then kalcem term and 
definitions are given. 

A significant part of the work is devoted to the definitions of the saul and 
its many faculties. Let us first concentrate on that of the soul itself. According 
to ai-JEmid1, saul means «the first perfection of each natural body of which 
nature it is (min slıa'ııilıi aıı) to perform the activities of living» (356, 3-4). At 
the remote background of this definition, one easily recognizes Aristotle's De 
Aninıa, II, 1, 412 a 27-28 where saul is defined as «the first perfection (enteleclıe
ia) of anatural body potentially possessing life», and it is immediately added: 

9 This fact is alıeady stressed by A'asam in the introduction of his book, p. 118. 

10 The close connexion between the two has been rightJy stressed by H. EioıNu, «Dissolving 

' the Unity ofMetaphysics: From Fakhr al-din al-fuezi to Mullre .[adrre Shirrezi», inMedieavo, 
32 (2007}, 139-197, p. 162. However, it has to be noticed that Jbn S'"ınre's in one of his earliest 

works, nl-iil .. -ma al-'Ar"=iyn, Tlıe Plıilo:;oplıy for 'Ar"=i, treats the couplets "necessary-possible" 

and "pre-existent-originated" in the immediale succession, a fact that suggests that they 

were dosely related in his mind. 
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«and such will be any body which passesses organs». The latter element of 
«possessing organs» becomes integrated into the (new) definition given by 
Aristotle a few lines later, i.e., at 412 b 5-6. The notions of «first perfection», 
«natural body» and <<life» are all in common between al-JEmid! and Aristot
le. But the very wording is sornewhat different, and the notion of «Ôrgans» 
completely lacks in the former. Compared to Ibn S'ınre's definition in the De 
Aııimn of the 5/ıiftE', this notion is stili absent, but now the wording is almost 
identical. Indeed, Ibn Sin~ defines soul as «the first perfection of a natural 
instrumental body to which it belongs (lah11 mı) to perform the activities of 
living»11

• Note that the replacement of the expression lnhu mı by that of nıin 
sha'ııihi mı has maybe been inspired by Ibn Sin~' s definition of the soul as gi
ven at the en d of chapter one of his treatise Aiwrel nl-nnfs, which is as follows: 
«Soul is the first perfection of anatural instrumental body, or (in other words) 
a body potentially possessing life, i.e., (one)) of which nature it is (miıı shn'ııihi 
mı) to live by growth and to remain by nutrition»12

• Anyhow, no major shift in 
meaning is involved in this replacement. Less innocent is obviously the omis
sion of the characterisation of the natural body to which the soul is related, 
as rel'i, «instrumental>> (by which the Arabic translation(s) render Aristotle's 
words «possessing organs»13). It is implied by this formulation that the soul 
has to be a substance, i.e., to be the form of the body. But Ibn Sin~ interprets 
this formula in a rather Platonically inspired dualistic manner, making the 
body literally «the instrument>> of the soul, and qualifying the latter rather as 
its «quasi-form» than as its «form» tout coııı-t 14

• Hehce, al-JEmid!'s omission 

11 lııN SiN ..e, nl-5/ıifa!', Kit;eb nl-unfs, ed. F. RAıiMAN. London, 1970, p. 12, 6-7. In w hat foUows, all 
references are always to this edi tion. 

12 lııN SiNJE, Aiw;e/ nl-ıınfs. R. ft 1-nnfs wn bnq<r'ilı<l! wn mn';edıı-i/ı;e, inF. AmvANi (ed), Aiw;e/ nl
ıınfs. Cairo, 1952, pp. 45-142, p. 56,4-5. 

13 Regarding the complex issue of the existence of several translationsin to Arabic of Aristotle's De 
Ani nın, see A. ELAMR..-\,'li·]AMAL, «De Anima. Tradition arabe», in R Gouı.ET (ed), Dııctiomınire des 

plıilosoplıes mıtiqııes. Sııppli!ıııeııt. Paris, 2003,, iPP· 346-358. In the by Badawi wrongly to Islaq ibn 

İunayn attributed translation, the notion ;e/i is attested in both occurrences of Aristotle's text, see 

A. BADAwi (ed), Atisf't'il!-f:;. Fi 1-ıınfs. Cairo, 1954, p. 30. This was also the case in the authentic 

translation of Islaq, as attested by lbn Rushd, both directly (in his Middle Conınıenatry, see A. 

IVRY (ed, transl, notes, and introd.), Averroes. Middle Conınıeııtnry oıı Airistole's De Anirna. Provo, 

U tah, 2002, p. 44, 15) and indirectly (in his Great Commentary as conserved in the Latin trans

lation, see F. CRAWFORD (ed), Averrois Cordııbeıısis Conımeııtnriıı Mngıııını iıı Aristate/is De Aninın 
Libros. Cambridge, Massachussets, 1953,, p. 136, 4 and 138, 3)). 

14 See lBN SIN;E, K. nl-ıınjs, p. 6, 1. 
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might be indicative of a reluctance on his part against the canception of saul 
as a substance, certainly as understood by Ibn Stme, since such a canception 
seems almost unavoidably to involve a disdaining attitude towards the body, 
and all what is related to it. Hence it risks to include a trivializing, not to 
say a nullifying of the reality of bodily resurrection, an issue which was so 
extraordinarily important in Revelation, and hence, at once, for all genuine 
Mutakallim11n. As to the qualification of «natural body» by «each», although 
not explicitly present in Ibn Stnce, it is quite natural, given the fact that the 
latter will repeat the same definition for each of the three types of sublunary 
souls, i.e., the vegetative, the animal and the human; moreover, it has a direct 
basis in Aristotle'ı; additional remark where, as seen, mention is made of mıy 
body possessing organs. 

Al-JEmid'i distinguishes between basically four kinds of souls: besides the 
three already mention sublunary ones, he alsa evakes the celestial. Probably 
based on Ibn S'ınce discussion, which immediately follows the latter's defini
tion of the ~oul in the DeAnima of the Shiftı!' and which concentrates on the 
utility of accepting the existence of soul, included in the superlunary world, 
al-JEmid'i insists that all these types of saul somehöw partake in the above 
given definition. Nevertheless, each of them has its specific characteristics. Of 
the celestial saul, it is said that «what qua motion belongs to each of the sphe
res, is not perfected in a power (I read with 2 mss. Fl quwwnt;,) different from 
(the concemed sphere) (ghnyrnhıı) among the spheres, otherwise the celestial 
saul would be outside (that sphere)» (356, 5-7). Ibn S1nce's Ilcehiyycet of the 
Shlfa!, IX, 4, p. 407, lines 12-18, constitutes a possible source of inspiration of 
this definition. In these lines, it is stressed that a body, even if it has a psycho
logical power, cannot be the principle of another body, and also that a celestial 
saul is the perfection and form of its body, not a separate sı.ıbstance. Moreover, 
the attribution of the motion of the celestial spheres to their specific souls is 
certainly a genuine Avicennian idea. Ibn Stnce, in his Kit;eb nl-lııd!ld15, states 
that saul can be defined iııter al in as an incorporeal substance, w hi ch is the per
fection of a body that it moves by a choice that is derived from a rational prin
ciple, i.e., an intellect that either is in potency or in act: when in potency, this 
intellect forrns a differentia specifica ifaOI) of the human soul, whereas when in 
act, it isa differentin specificn, or better a proprium of the celestial saul. Soul here 
clearly appearsasa principle of motion. This is absolutely true with regard to 

15 IBN S'ıNJE, K. al-iudQd, ed. A.-M. GoiCHON. Cairo, 1963, p. 14, § 25, 1. 3-6 (Ar.). 
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the celestial soul, but also the human soul turns out to be a principle of moti
on, although in a much weaker sense, since its intellect, being in potency, can 
only be characterized as its differentia specifica, not its propriımı, as stressed by 
Ibn Smce. Al-lEmidl, on his turn, even if he does not deny a certain equivocity 

between both kinds of souls, putsno explicit emphasis whatsoever on it. He 
rather gives the impression to minimize it, especially by naming at once the 

four types of souls. The celestial souls appear as «natural» as the three other 
ones, and consequently the sharp distinction between the sublunary and su

perlunary worlds, which prevails in Ibn Slnce's thought, is substantially redu
ced, not to say completely abolished. In full accordance with Ibn S1nce's (and 

Aristotle's) views, on the contrary, is the articulation of the specific faculties of 
each of the other three types of saul: nutrition, growth and reproduction for 
the vegetative saul; perception and motion for the animal soul; practical and 
theoretical reason for the human soul (356, 7-10). 

Having offered abasic definition of the soul, al-lEmidi proceeds by outli
ning the nature of each of the three faculties of the vegetative soul (357- 358, 
6). Naj<r!t, p. 320, 7-14 (=Alw<r!l, p. 57, 10- 58, 4) figures as main source16

• Re
garding the faculty of nutrition, al-lEmidl also specifies the four secondary 
physical powers that are at its disposal, i.e., digestion, retention, absorption 
and repulsion, as well as the way in which they precede each other. This time, 
the basic source of inspiration is Ibn Slnce's DeAnima of the Shiftı!', basically I, 
5, p. 51, 11-12 and regarding digestion, moreover, II, 1, p. 52,10-14. Besides, al

Q<r!nllıı fi l-tibb, I, 1, 6, 3 seems to have constituted an additicnal source of ins
piration, especially with respect to the three other powers than digestion17• 

Then al-lEmidl concentrates on the animal faculty of perception. Sornew
hat surprisingly he paysno attention whatsoever to the animal motive faculty, 

and hence alsa not to its subdivision into the concupiscent and irascible po
wers. Was he simply overlocking it? Or was he rather reluctant to dea! with it, 
insofar as the concerned powers are directly related to action, and therefore, 

at least in the case of the human being, are directly related to the deli ca te issue 

of the will? Whatever be the case, he, on the contrary, deals in great detail with 
the faculties of perception. Among them, he first mentions the five external 

16 I refer to the following editions: for the Najcet, the one by M. DiENESH PAZHVH. Tehran, 1985; 

for the Aiwa!l, that of F. AffivANİ, referred to above no te 11. 

17 See lııN S'JNiE, a/-Qam~n ft 1-tibb, ed. under the suprevision of A. H.~\fi!ED. New Del hi, 1982, I, 

1, 6, 3, p. I, 124, 13-28. 
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senses, w hi ch he presents according to the following ord er: touch, taste, sm eli, 
hearing and sight (358, 7-360, 5). The given definitions are almost copied ver
batim from Najcet, p. 322, 1 - 323, 1 (=Aiwcel, 59, 2 - 60, 2)- only a few minor 
modifications being present, although the order of trea tment has completely 
been inversed. Al-JEmidl undoubtedly has opted for this inversion based on 

its presence in Ibn Slnce's major work, i.e., De Aııinıa of the Shifie', books 2 
and 3, as well as in others of his writings, as e.g., 'Uy11n al-li/ana and Dceııesh
Ncemeh. After the expose of the five external senses, that of the five internal 

ones follows, this order being quite naturally from an Avicennian perspective. 
Al-JEmidl concentrates on each of them, i.e., the common sense, the faculty of 

representation, imagination (sensitive with respect to animals, rational (nıu
Jakkira) with respect to humans), estimation and the retentive faculty (360, 
6- 363). Once again, Najcet, more precisely p. 326, 13-329, 14 (=Aiwcel, p. 61, 
ll - 62, 14) has been almost literally copied. 

Regarding the human rational soul, al-JEmid1 starts by presenting abasic 
distinction, i.e., between its theoretical part and its practical part (364, 1-4) 
- putting into contribution also this time the Najset, but this time p. 333, 1-2, 
respectively p. 330, 10-11 (=Aiwcel, p. 65, 1, respectively 63, 3). Al-JEmidi arti
culates a further distinction, namely between intellect as substance and intei
Iect as accident (354, 5-366, 5). The form er of the two is specified as m eaning 
a quiddity free of matter and material appendices, which reminds one of Ibn 
Since's fııd11d, p. 13, 7-10, and might have its ultimate source in Aristotle's De 
Anima, III, 5, 430 a 17-18. As to the intellect as accident, al-JEmidl, based aga
in on !ııd11d, i.e., p. 22, 10, first distinguishes between the theoretical and the 
practical. Then he deals with the five degrees of the theoretical intellect, i.e., 
material, in habitu, in act, holy and acquired (36(), 6 - 368, 6). This time he 
has used Najcet, p. 333, 9-336, 1 (=Aiwcel, p. 65, 6-67, ~), 339, 1-2, 11-14 and 

341, 8-9. However, his definition of holy intellect deserves special attention. 
Contrary to what ai-A'asam asserts, this notion is not absent in all major wri

tings of the falcesifa16• At least regarding Ibn Since, his affirmation turns out as 
not correct, since the notion of al-'aql al-qudsz figures in the title of one of the 

chapters of the De Aninın of the Slıifte', namely chapter six of book five. Mo

reover, the very same notion is clearly expounded in the Najcet, especially p. 
339-341, where it is stressed that it involves a grasping without any learning 
or training, and it is typical of the prophet. Al-JEmidi agrees largely with this 

18 'A. .u-A'ASAM, Al-mııOtalii alfa/safi 'iııda 1-'Arab, p. 368, note 730, 
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characteristion. However, he, contrary to Ibn Sime, articulates that grasping in 
terms of perception, not of an intuitive Jink with the Agent lntellect. He pro
bably therefore does not mention Ibn Slme's technical term of intuition, i.e., 
inds, which signifies the immediate grasping of the truth without a need for 
the grasping of the middle term of the syllogism19• H.e, moreover, places the 
holy intellect between the intellect in act and the acquired intellect, whereas 
Ibn Sln<E characterizes it as belonging to the genus of the intellect in habitu. 
In acting this way, ai-JEmidi in all Jikelihood wanted to avoid the threat of a 
(too) naturalistic interpretation of prophecy as Ibn Sin<E clearly adhered to. As 
a good Mutakallim he had to defend the fundamentally supernatural nature 
of the phenomenon of prophecy. 

Al-JEmidl ends his expose on the intellect by distinguishing three more 
degrees: the first is related to «experience>>, the second refers to «the health of 
the first inborn nature>> and the third consists in «an appropriate dispositian in 
conduct and state>> (368, 7-369, ı). This expose is directly based on Ibn Sm<E's 
fııd11d, p. ıı-ı2, § 21, but Ibn Sin<E qualifies these three meanings as belonging 
to the masses, hence as pre-philosophical. It has to be noted that al-JEmid'i 
limits himself to deseribe them very briefly, which might indicate that also for 
him they are not very important. The last term he discusses inside the seetion 
dealing with <<psychology» is that of rQi, spirit. lt is a medico-physiological 
term, signifying according to al-lEmid'i, «a vaporous body, springing from the 
heart and being the source of life and breathing>> (369, 2-3). The qualification 
as «Vaporous body» reminds one somehow of Galen's notion of the pneıının, 
but the basiclocationin the heart is clearly indicative of the cardiocentrism of 
Aristotle. The combination of both currents was already typical of Ibn S"ınre20• 

Unsurprisingly, al-JEmidl also this time has found in the latter a leading gu
ide, more precisely in his De Anin;n of the Shiftı!', V, 8, p. 263, 9-10 and his 
Qamı.>n, I, ı, 6, ı, p. ı23, ı-2 and I, ı, 6, 4 (entirely, but especially p. ı26, 23-24 
and p. ı27, 24-25). 

Having surveyed the seetion on the soul in the Mııbln, it is crystal clear 
that al-JEmidi owes a lot to Ibn Sin<E. Regarding the faculties of the soul, he 
agrees almost completely with the Shaykh al-ra'is, although a, in the final 
analysis smail, reserve might be pronounced with respect to the very notian 

19 For a thorough study on this notion in lbn S"mre, see D. Gt.iTAS, Aı•icemııı and tlıe Arislote/inn 

Trııditioıı. Leiden, New York, K0benhavn, Köln, 1988, pp. 159-76. 

20 See D. GRAciA and S. VioAL, «Avicena, sobre el corazon>>, in XXVII Cougreso Iutenıııciounl de 

Hislorin de In Medicina. Barcelona, 1981, P. ll, 711-22. 
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of the holy intellect, as well as the basic definition of the soul. But is this not 
an overhasty condusion? After all, the Mu bin isa book of definitions explicitly 
recognized as deriving from two different currents of tought. Therefore it is 
all but necessary that the author agrees with all of them. However, Jet me 
observe that the general structure of the work already pointed in to a positive 
acceptance of Ibn Smre's philosophical project, at least up to a certain degree. 
But, of course, this neither permits a definite judgment. The consultation of ot
her of his writings is required to formula te such one. In thissensean enquiry 
into his two major kalrem works, i.e., Abkcer and Marcem, can - and undoub
tedly will- significantly contribute to a better evaluation. 

But, before dealing with them, I want to concentrate ona few of the <<re
ligious» definitions near the end of the Mub'iıı. The first concems happiness 
(sa'ceda), which is defined as the realization ina thing of all its possible perfec
tions, such as e.g., seeing for the eye (386, 4-5). Thisisa dearly philosophical 
definition, and might have been inspired by Ibn Smre's llcehiyycet of the Shifa', 
IX, 6, especially p. 419, 13-17-1• As to misery (shnqcewn), it is said to be just the 
opposite (386, 6). Then al-lEmidl analyses the canception of resurrection, evo
ked by the Arabic terms iashr and i'cedn.It is explained in ka]rem terms as «the 
arigination (ljced) of what has been annihilated after its existence» (386, 7). In 
this case, al-JEmidi probably felt totally unsatisfied by lbn Smre's theory of 
mn'ced, which was highly intellectual in nature, and this despite his acceptance 
of the possibility of an «imaginah> resurrection22• As to prophecy, al-lEmidl 
offers a double definition, one according to the philosophers and implying the 
«holy intellect>>; another explicitly designated as being of kalrem nature, and 
based on the Qur'cen 2, 252: «You are my prophet (msııl)>> (386, 8 - 387, 1). It 
.looks as if both definitions are valid for al-lEmidl, but also this time regarding 
the holy intellect, he limits himself to indicate the absence of any leaming or 
training23

• Finally, al-JEmidl explains mirades (nıu'jizcet) .as events that are in 
rupture with custom, showing hereby a genuine Ash'arite attitude (387, 2-3). 
It is striking that in this «religious>> part, philosophy is not totally dismissed, 
but is nevertheless pushed into the background, w hile an outspoken preferen

ce is given to the kalrem way of expression. 

21, All references, here and in what follows, are to the edition by G.C. ANAWATİ, S. ZAYED, M. 

MusA and S. DuNYA. Cairo, 1960. 

22 J. MiCHOT, Ln destinee de 1'/ıomnıe se/on Avicemıe. Louvaiıı, 1986 has offeıı:ed serious arguments 

for, as well as a detailed analysis of this idea in lbn S'ınre's doctrine of ma'a?d. 

23 See sıcpra, p. 000. 
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Let us now turn to his kalcem works and see whether he stili leaves place 
there for any philosophical thought. 

In the Abkcer, b. IV, qce'ida 6, aOll, faOl 3, entitled: Ffl-ma'ced al-ııafscenl, 
al-./Emid1 first extensively deals with the very canception of the soul. He dis
tinguishes two major opinions: the one considering the soul as an accident 
('ara=), the other as a substance (~ 274, 5). Regarding the form er, one detects 
once again two currents; the one conceives of the soul as a special accident 
among the accidents and as not being a body, although a soul is embedded 
in each body - this is according to al-iEmid1 the canception of a group of the 
mutakallim2n; the other makes it a quality or a special form in the body - a 
view attributed to some of the ••old philosophers» (IV, 274, 6-275, 1). With 
respect to the soul as a substance, one also finds two different basic concep
tions, i.e., one which posits this substance as composite, namely as a body; 
another which, on the contrary, claims its simplicity (IY, 275, 2-3). Regarding 
the former, three more major ideas can be distinguished: (1) nnfs (soul or self) 
is a specific body (jttththa), composed of atoms and accidents (=view of many 
of the Mutakkalim2n); (2) it is a body (jisnı) entering this specific body (juth
tha), e.g., an element, blood, ete. (=opinion of several among the ancient phi
losophers); (3) it is a kind of vital spirit (r2i), a very fine body ("'conception 
of the physicians) (IV, 275, 4- 276, 12). Finally, of those who consider the soul 
a simple substance, some, e.g., the shi'ites, Mu'ammar, but also al-Ghazceli, 
understand it in the sense of a simple located substance-atom (jnwhar), others, 
for example the majority of the philosophers and all the adepts of transmig
ration, asa simple spiritual substance (276, 13-18). It is striking that al-JEmidi 
points to he presence of each of the three major ideas, i.e., accident, composed 
substance and simple substance, in both kalcem and falsafa, but, at the same 
time, expresses a sharp demarcation between them. Moreover, the number of 
theories he is referring to is astonishing. Unfortunately, he offers rarely na
mes, but everything indicates that he evokes theories that had existed before 
him, or were existing at his time. lt would be worthwhile to identify them 
in a _precise manner, but this exceeds the 1imits of the present pa per. He was 
dearly familiar with a wide range of ancient views, as can be illustrated for 
example, by his evoking a theory that identifies the soul with blood - a doct
rine already mentioned by Aristotle in his De Anima, 405 b 5-6, and attributed 
by the latter to Critias. Certainly, in this case, as in many others- although not 
all - Ibn S1nce's De An ima of the Slıifce', especially chapter 2 of book I, constitu
ted in all likelihood his direct source of information. Finally, it is surprising to 
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see that he pays such a detailed attention to all kinds of different philosophi
cal views, but especially to the most «Common>> doctrine, i.e., the conception 
of the soul as a sin1ple spiritual substance, since he mentions no less than 
fifteen arguments in favour of this latter, and this mainly based on Ibn Slnce's 
De Atıima, V, 2. 

When one tums to al-JEmidl critica! evaluation of the entirety of all these 
positions, it immediately strikes that he does not accept one (IV, 294, 6- 302). 
On the contraf}j hı;? formulates objections against all. Probably, he articulates 
the in his eyes less improper position, when he states, while he discusses the 
so-called argument in favour of the accidentality of the soul, that the latter is a 
kind of body having a by God posed particular accident in it, hence being ne
ither just a body, nor a separate accident (IV, 294, 15-16), Without entering into 
all the details of these refutations, let me just remark that on many occasions, 
both regarding kalcem and philosophical theories, al-JEmid'i insists that those 
who are in favour of the concemed theory fail in offering a real proof (dalcela) 
for their view. Moreover, regarding both currents, he several times points to in
ternal inconsistencies, as may be illustrated by the two following cases: 1. when 
al-Ghazcell identifies the soul with a single substqnce-atom, he over!ooks that 
all substances-atoms are homogeneous (mııtamcetlıil) and therefore that there 
is no possibility to explain why a given substance-atom is a soul, and arıother 
not (IY, 298, 14-17); 2. when the philosophers daim that it is proved that the 
soul has to be a simple spiritual substance because it grasps indivisible indi
viduals and, moreover, a divisible body impossibly cannot be impressed by 
indivisible things, al-JEmidl CI"' 299, 7-11) points to the fact that this contradicts 
their own conception of relation, since the relationship, although in itself indi
visible, is partaken by two divisible individuals (the reference is clearly to Ibn 
Slnce's theory of relation as developed in the flcelıiyı;cet of the Shifce', III, 10). Note 
that in the latter case, al-JEmidl does not reject the premiss of the philosophical 
argument, i.e., the possibility for the human being to gra·sp by soınething the 
simple intelligibles; he, on the contrary, explicitly states that this has to be admit
ted. Having expounded all his objections, al-JEmidl simply, and quite logically, 
concludes that there is no definite view on the true essence of the soul, and that 
one has to identify and clarify this essence through personal judgment (ijtihced). 
In other words, in his view there is no direct Revelation, which imposes a parti

cular view on the essence of the soul. 

Among the adepts of the soul as simple substance, there do exist further
more four topics of debate: they concern the originating of the soul, or not; i ts 
being one, or plural; its perishing with the perishing of the body, or not; and 
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its transmigrating, or not (IV, 281, 4- 290). Before paying special attention to 
the third of them, i.e., the one concerning the mn';ed, Jet me give a few brief 
remarks regarding the others. In the Abkcer, al-JEmidl clearly distinguishes 
between Plato and his followers, who defend the pre-existence of the soul, on 
the one hand; and Aristotle and his followers, who are in favour of the idea 
of the arigination of the soul, on the other (IY, 281, 11-12). In the Arcenı (293, 
6- 294, 5), he, regarding these latter, only quotes the first out of three argu
ments in the Abkcer, i.e., the one that states that the soul cannot be pre-existent 
to the body, since this would imply the impossibility to designate it as either 
unique or multiple (Abkrer, IV, 282, 17- 283, 13). If the Abkcer (IV, 304, 9- 305, 

16) formulates an objection against this very same argument by refuting that 
the soul can be considered as one in species, but especially by stressing that 
the concemed argument offers no direct nor correct rejection of the theory of 
transmigration (but al-JEmidl immediately adds that he does not agree with 
that theory), this is no longer the case in the Mnr;em. There, al-JEmidl rather 
concentrates on the reversed side of the argument: in the same way as the 
arigination of the body implies that of the soul, the passing away of the body 
requires that of the soul as well, and he herewith enters fully the issue of 
nın'nd (294, 6 - 295, 4). Although al-JEmidl accepts the existence of multiple 
souls, he insists in the Abkcer that the philosophical arguments in favour of it 
in no way exclude, also not from a logical point of view, the possibility that a 
willing agent (ftE'il mukhtrer) has caused them (IV, 306, 18-20). Ina s imilar vein, 
he stresses that the philosophical proofs against transmigration are weak, pre
cisely insofar as they make the need for a soul dependent upon a body, not 
upon a free agent (IV, 314, 2). Al-JEmidl even presses the philosophers hard 
when he wonders why there cannot be transmigration, provided one dialec
tically (jndnl"") accepts the latter's daim that a body needs by itself a soul to 
govern it (IV, 314, 5-6). The same objection reappears in the Mnr<em, although 
not so sharply formulated (297, 12-298, 2). He there (298, 3-299, 2) even de
velops an intellectual argument which is in agreement with the philosophical 
way of investigation, and which consists in showing that the acceptance of 
transmigration makes radically impossible the identification of what parti
cularizes an individual soul. More precisely, it states that none of the bodies, 
between which the soul transmigrates, can be responsible for its particulari
zation. As far as I can judge, the actual formulation of this argument is proper 
to al-JEmidl, although it might have a remote basis in lbn Sinc:e's refutation 
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of transmigration, as expressed e.g., in his Ishcercet, IV, 37-3924 or Najcet, 386, 
12 - 387, Whatever be the case, it shows that abZEmidi does not hesitate to 
develop a purely rational argument in order to reject a theory that is clearly in 
contradiction with religious beliefs. 

When dealing with the issue of al-ma'ced, al-JErnidi, at least in the Abm, 
discusses separateiy the resurrection of the body and that of the soul. This 
could give the impression that he thinks that one can conceive of one of thern 
without of the other. This would be a rather surprising attitude for a Muta
kallim, and it reveals on closer examination -not unexpectedly- that he in fact 
does not adhere to such a view. In fact, he defends the resurrection of the hu
man person as the totality of a body with a soul and clearly avoids any kind 
of dualistic interpretation. Why then this separate discussion? lt is clear that 
this has to do with his willingness to present, and critically examine as much 
theories as possible. But since in his view most of the rational thinkers, both 
philosophers and adepts of transmigration, deny bodily resurrection, (Iv, 261, 

4), but not all of them deny the resurrection of the soul -on the contrary, Aris
tetle and the most excellent of the philosophers

4
have argued in favour of it 

(IV, 287, 11-12), this splitting almost imposes itself. It might sound bizarre that 
he presents Aristotle as an outspoken adherent of the survival of the soul, but 
his Aris.totle is undoubtedly an Avicennized Aristotle. Canceming bodily re
surrection, al-JEmidi presents ev idence of the Qur'cen and the Iadlths (IV, 262, 

3-267, 12). This does not m ean that he thinks that this kin d of resurrection is 
totally irrational - in fact, not all, but only many of the rational thinkers reject 
its possibility. However, al-JEmidi does not hesitate to dismiss the Mu'tazilite 
daim that it can be proven on exclusively rational grounds (IV, 262, 12-13). 
In all likelihood, for al-JEmidi human reason has its limit(s). It is not able to 
prove everything, nor is w hat it judges possible -and such even if it is in the 
divine power to realize it- is necessarily the case, as suggested in the Marcem, 
d1apter 1, with respect tq a possible infinity of past generated existents. 

Let us now concentrate on his expose on the afterlife of the soul according 
to those who understand the soul as a simple spiritual substance. Al-JEmidl 
first presents a group, designated by him as the majority of the ancient philo
sophers, that opposes a survival of the soul after the perishment of the body. 
In favour of this view, two arguments are presented: the one based on the 
Aristotelian adagium that what generates has to perish (De Cnelo, I, 12, 282 b 

24 I refer to the edition by S. DuNYA. Cairo, 1972. 
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8-9), the other on anather famous Aristotelian adagium, namely that nature 
does nothing in vain (De Aninıa, III, 9, 432 b 21 and III, 12, 434 a 31) (Abka:r, 
IV, 286, 18 - 287, 2). Al-JEmid! will object against the first of these arguments 
that it has no real support, since i ts d efenders are unable to prove -in the pro

per sense of theterm-that the saul has indeed no pre-existence (IV, 309, 2-9). 
Regarding the second, he had alıeady said in an earlier discussion (IV, 305, 

19-20) that he only could agree with the adagium insofar as it would be qua
lified by «most of the timeıı, not by «alwaysıı. Al-lEmid'i then evakes a philo

sophical theory according to which only that part of the soul will survive that 
is linked with the direct grasp of the universal intelligibles, and consequently 

does not preserve what it has acquired by means of its corporeal instrument 
(IV, 287, 3-10). Al-lEmidl might have had in mind al-Fcercebl, but this deserves 
further investigation25• Whoever he was referring to, he severely objects to 

this view that all the acts of the soul ultimately have their source in an etemal 
willing Agent (IV, 309, 12-21). Already earlier, we saw a reference to this kind 
of agent. It well illustrates a genuine Ash'arite spirit. As to the most excellent 

philosophers, they have developed three arguments in favour of the survival 
of the soul (IV, 287, ll - 289, 4). The first insists that nothing that has been . 
generated can be annihilated by itself, and thisisa fortiori true in the case of 
the soul since its cause is the Agent Intellect, which is an eternal being. The 
second invokes the absence of any essential causal priority of the body over 
the soul. Finally, the third insists that the soul, being immaterial, and therefore 
simple, cannot be subject to destnıction. The major weakness of the first two 
arguments is -once again!- that the possibility of a willing Agent as cause is 
simply overlooked (IV, 310-312, 14). Regarding the third, al-lEmidi remarks 
that the presence in the soul of a receptive potentiality (qııwwa) to annihilation 

does not entail necessariJy that it has to be composed, since such a potentia
lity is only a privative, not an existential idea (IV, 312, 15 - 313, 5, especially 

312, 17-18). The former of these counter-arguments show a kalcem inspiration, 
while the last is cl early philosophical in nature. In the Marcem (285-7), only the 

last two arguments, which have been directly been inspired by the chapter in 

25 It has been believed that al-Frerrebi simply denied a survival fo the saul, especially in his 

(lost) commentary on the Nicomac/:eaıı Etlıics, but PH. V . .uuı; Farabi et l'ecole d'Aiexaııdrie. 

Paris, 2004, has convincingly shown that this is not the case, see especially the fallawing 

statement: «Farabi tient pour nulle et non avenue toute theorie portant sur l'existence post 

mortem qui n'est pas en meme temps une theorie de la separation telle que lui-meme la 

comprend» (p. 123). 
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the Najcet, entitled: That the soul does not die with the death of the body (p. 
378-86), are present. A systematic refutation is no longer recorded, but this 
does not mean that al-JEmidl completely agrees with the philosophical argu
mentation. In my view, it only shows that he probably found the latter worthy 
of attention, especially insofar as it entails a logical coherence once one has 
accepted the philosopher's conception of the soul asa simple substance26• But 
he never says that he really does this. On the contrary, he la ter will defend the 
Islamic way of dealing with the afterlife, which is almost completely foreign 
to that of the philosophers, and which clearly tums out the preferred one of 
al-JEmidl. 

· I now want to discuss a last issue, presented by al-JEmidl in the context 
of the resurrection of the soul: the different states of happiness of the souls 
in the hereafter according to their degree of perfection, as expressed by the 
philosophers (Abkcer, IV, 291, 5 - 294, 3). In fact, al-JEmidi bases his expose di
rectly on the Ilcelıiyycet of the Slıifce', IX, 7 (almost verbatim identical withAiwcel 
al-nafs, c. XV). With lbn Sinre, he distinguishes four states {icel-s)27

: 1. The (in
tellectually) perfected souls and morally pure, having eternal joy, although 
the la ter is quite different form the sensible joy; 2. The perfected souls, but mo
rally unjust, being subject to temporal punishment; 3. The not perfected souls, 
but morally just, living a kind of ((imaginal>> resurrection; 4. The not perfected 
souls and morally deprived, being condemned to eternal suffering. As to the 
totally unconscious so u ls, e.g., the on es of children or ma d men, they will neit
her enjoy nor su ffer. AI-JEmidi once again detects weaknesses in this doctrine, 

26 If one rejects this inlerpretation, one must accept that al-fEmidi has fundamentally changed 

his mind after having written his Abka?r, or, elsewhere, thal he is hiding his real thought in 

the Mar<em. Bul I cannot find any indication for such a fundam~ntal change, nor for any 

esoteric attitude. Perhaps an indepth an;ılysis of the passages dedicı:ıted to the soul and to 

the issue of the ma'&d in his Iate work al-N"r al-b&lıir fll-İikam az-zaw&lıir, could have permit

ted a more predse judgment in this respect, but I had no access to this work. Nevertheless, 

insofar as al-t'Emidi in it directly and intimately links the capacity of human speech and of 

rationality with the very reality of the divine providence (see G. ENORESS, «Die dreifache 

Ancilla. Hermeneutik und Logik im Werk des Sayfadilin al-fEmidi», in: D. PERLER and U. 

RuooLPH (eds), Logik und Tlıeologie. Das Organon im arabisc/ıeıı ııııd im laleiııisclıen Mittel alter. 

leiden, Boston, 2005, p. 117-143, p. 140), he seerns stili to ineline to a rather kalrem than 

philosophical way of thinking. 

27 In the Mnra?m (288- 292, 2), he only distinguishes between two states, but each of them is 

subdivided anew in to hvo further onesin such a way that one refinds the same division as 

that of the Abkrer. 
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not just from the religious side, but already on purely philosophical grounds: 
how can intelligibles been imprinted in the soul after i ts total separation from 
the body, but, especially, how can in the case of imaginal resurrection, the 
soul perceive particulars, whereasit is always affirmed by the philosophers 
themselves that the soul can only intellect universals (I\1, 315,3-7 and 15-16)? 
Once again, this criticism lacks in the Marcem, but the Iatter's discussion of the 
main issues of the classkal Islamic key-notions regarding the afterlife (day of 
convention, bridge, balance, ete.) (299-314) makes obvious that al-JEmid1 alsa 
in that writing does not accept the philosophical approach of defending only 
the survival of the saul. 

From the preceding, one may conclude that al-lEmid'i was a genuine 
Ash'arite Mutakallim, who, however, had a genuine interest in philosophy. 
In accordance with al-Ghaz<El'i's advice, he accepted of philosophy all what 
is not in direct contradiction with religious belief. The way he analyzes and 
discusses several opinions makes evident how familiar he was with the tools 
of (philosophical) logicl8• He dearly surpassed the level of purely theoretical 
knowledge: he de Jacto applied that logic. From the Mu bin it is m ereover dear 
that he alsa agreed w ith a great dea! of philosophical doctrines in the field of 
the natural sciences, as I have tried to show with respect to the canception of 
the different faculties of the soul. Alsa this is in line with al-Ghaz<Ell's opinion, 
as e.g., expressed in the eighteenth question of the Tah<Eftıt, where it is exp
licitly affirmed that there is no need to reject the philosopher's views regar
ding the description of the soul's faculties29• But al-lEmid1 on other occasions 
profoundly disagreed with several of the philosophical views, among which 
the one on ma' <Ed. However, he was not satisfied by simply opposing them to 
Revelation, but he developed serious logical arguments against them. Even 
when he rejected a given doctrinal view, he always did so in a qualified way, 
indicating whether there is reason for a total, or only for a partial rejection -as 
has been illustrated by his attitude towards the Aristotelian adagium that na-

28 See Endress-paper, quoted in the preceding no te. 

29 AL-GHAZJELi, Tlıe Iııcolıereııce of tlıe Plıilosaplıers. A parnllel Aııglislı-Arnbic text. Tmansl., int

red., annotated by M. MARMURA. Provo, Utah, 1997, p. 185, 14-7 (English translation: «This, 

in brief, is what they [i.e., the philosophers) have detailed regarding the animal and human 

faculties, going to great length in mentioning them, abandening any discussion of the vege

tative powers, since taJking about themis not to our purpose. There is nothing in what they 
have mentioned that must be denied in terrns of the religious law. For these are observed 

matters which God has ordained to flow according to habil>>}. 
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tu re does nothing in va in, an adagium which he judged partially false, namely 
when understood in the sense of «always», but partially correct, when un
derstood inthesense of «most of the time». In all this, it is dear that al-JEmidl , 
did not radically oppose (philosophical) reason. On the contrary, he valorised 
it as much as possible, but, at the same time, dismissed any blind trust. For 
him, as for al-Ghazceli, human reason has to recognize i ts limits. Nevertheless, 
once more as of al-Ghazcell, also for him a blind trust (tnqlld) in tradition has 
to be rejected. In other words, in order to obtain a genuine religious thought 
'nql and ıınql have to been combined together ina dynamical research to the 
Truth (al-laqq). 


